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The Archaeology Of Slavery A
Analysing the material remains left by Maryland's colonists in the eighteenth century in conjunction with historical records and works of art, archaeologists have reconstructed the daily life of the ...
A Chesapeake Family and their Slaves
What if the ghosts of the past are spirits that are doomed to wander precisely because their stories have not been told? Slaves believed that their earthly shadows lingered behind unless the ...
Ghosts of Slavery: A Literary Archaeology of Black Women’s Lives
AN elephant tusk which was recovered from the sea by a fishing vessel could have originated from a slave ship bound for England or America. The Ivory tusk was discovered by the Dingle based Cú na ...
Elephant tusk found off Kerry coast believed to have slave ship origins as it’s examined
Photo courtesy of Facebook Today is National Archaeological Day “A city without old buildings is like a person without a memory.” “We will probably be judged not by the monuments we build but by ...
Are We the Architects of Our Own Destruction?
In the 1980s, the skulls, now at the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, began to be studied again, this time by anthropologists with ideas very different from Morton's.
The ghosts in the museum
director of archaeology. “We found ham bones, chicken legs, beef bones. ... The students loved finding the bones.” Slave badges functioned as tickets or passes, enabling the wearer to be hired ...
Metal badge found at College of Charleston illuminates history of urban slavery
It was first thought the tusk was that of a prehistoric mammoth, however further scrutiny has now led experts to believe that it may have originated on a slave ship. "I contacted Dr Connie Kelliher of ...
Elephant tusk recovered off Kerry coast may have slave ship origins
This is particularly true for the student of slavery in the ancient world. The archaeology of unfreedom is a slippery business, and requires us to make inferences about the ideology underlying ...
What Can Shackled and Beheaded Skeletons Reveal About Roman Servitude?
provides physical evidence that slavery was practiced in Roman Britain. The adult male was buried in a ditch with iron fetters locked around his ankles, Museum of London Archaeology (MOLA ...
Shackled skeleton tells grim story of slavery in Roman Britain
Then, speaking in a thick accent that nodded to his origins in Southern slavery, he would regale visitors with tales of his life on the mountain. This was a world of grizzly bears that could chew ...
The Amazing True Story of Nathan Harrison
Archaeologists knew that Robert Lumpkin's slave jail stood in one of the lowest ... the James River Institute for Archaeology Inc., uncovered the 80- by 160-foot plot. On a wet December day ...
Digging up the Past at a Richmond Jail
noting "we are working and living on an archaeology site." "Holding the slave badge in my hands was moving," says Newhard. "A real person had this around their neck. It is a clear and present ...
College of Charleston Faculty, Students Discover Slave Badge on Campus
These collected papers construct a distinctive view of classical Athens and of Athenian democracy, a view which takes seriously the evidence of settlement archaeology and of art history. This evidence ...
Athens and Athenian Democracy
Could a scavenger hunter’s find be a part of the lost booty once extorted by Vikings to spare Paris from ruin? A full-scale excavation may tell.
Medieval French Coins Unearthed in Poland? A Mystery Begins
An internationally renowned filmmaker is set to develop a new piece of work devoted to amateur sea divers and the stories they tell after she ...
Arts Institute Film Commission 2021
In the four-week process of exploring the cabin, the archaeology team found several ... Tubman was born a slave, Araminta Ross, in March 1822 on the Thompson Farm near Cambridge in Dorchester ...
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